
 

SJA Petition Drive Initiative 
Important Dates, Needs and Info 
 

• Aug 6 - informational meeting for all followed by initial sign-up for volunteers for 
specific masses/doors 

 
• Sign-up online (coming soon) 

 
• Week of Sept 9 date TBD training meeting for volunteers (to make sure signatures meet 

all the specified requirements to be considered valid) 
 

• Weekends of Sept 14-15 and 21-22, petition drives after masses with several volunteers 
stationed at all church doors 

 
• Weekends of Sept 28-Oct 20, have one or two volunteers at each mass to collect later 

signatures. 
 

Community Opportunities: Harper Cruise, Aug 28th, 5-9 pm 
 
Petition Website: MichiganValuesLife.org 
 
Michigan Right to Life Website: RTL.org 
 
Local affiliate RTL office for more supplies: 
27417 Harper Ave, St Clair Shores, MI 48081 
Phone: (586) 774-6050 
 
Contacts:  
Richard and Kristine Hass  
586-675-4500 and 586-675-4501 
richard@stewarthass.net 
kristinestewart@me.com 
Jeanne and Tom VanEgmond at thevanegmonds@wowway.com 
 
 



“Dismemberment Abortion” is an accurate description.
Also known as a D&E (dilation and evacuation) abortion, 
it’s a highly barbaric second trimester abortion procedure. 

“Dismemberment” is the simplest way to describe it. U.S. 
Supreme Court Justice Anthony Kennedy used the term to 
describe it in a case involving partial-birth abortion, 
Stenberg v. Carhart: “The fetus, in many cases, dies just as 
a human adult or child would: It bleeds to death as it is 
torn from limb from limb. The fetus can be alive at the 
beginning of the dismemberment process and can survive 
for a time while its limbs are being torn off.”

Dismemberment abortions are not rare.
There were 1,908 dismemberment abortions performed 
in Michigan in 2018.1 For example, that number is greater 
than the deaths due to breast cancer and gun homicides 
combined in Michigan.

A ban has a legal pathway to survive a court challenge.
This law is simply asking the U.S. Supreme Court to apply 
the standards used in the Gonzales v. Carhart partial 
birth abortion decision to the similar and equally brutal 
dismemberment abortion procedure. In the majority 
opinion of Gonzales, Justice Anthony Kennedy wrote, 

“No one would dispute that, for many, D&E is a procedure 
itself laden with the power to devalue human life.”

The violent and dehumanizing 
nature of dismemberment 
undermines the public’s 
perception of doctors and 
their ethical duty to preserve 
and promote life. This 
procedure goes entirely 
against Michigan’s values.

Dismembering a human being is not an acceptable    
medical practice.
It’s a fact that most abortions (even late-term abortions 
after 20 weeks) are for social or economic reasons, not 
because of a health problem with the woman or child.2 
However, it is a sad truth that some unborn babies have 
serious medical conditions, just like many adults. Our 
society would never condone killing a disabled infant right 
after birth by tearing her arms and legs off, and it shouldn’t 
condone it before her birth.

Some of these disabilities include correctable conditions 
like club feet or cleft palates. Prenatal diagnoses can often 
be incorrect, leading to pressure on a woman to have an 
abortion. What’s needed most is accurate medical 
information and resources, as well as information about 
perinatal hospice or other services available to help the 
mother and her child.

Surely Michigan can do better than this.

Even though this law has an exception if the mother’s life is 
at risk, dismemberment abortions are almost never medi-
cally necessary in an acute medical emergency. It can take 
up to 36 hours to dilate the cervix before the procedure 
can even begin.

References
1 - Michigan Dept. of Health and Human Services, 
Characteristics of Induced Abortions Reported in 
Michigan, June 2019.
2 - D.G. Foster & K. Kimport, “Who Seeks Abortions 
at or After 20 Weeks?” Perspectives on Sexual and 
Reproductive Health 45, no. 4 (2013): 210-218.
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Read the Bill

 

INITIATION OF LEGISLATION
FULL TEXT OF THE LEGISLATIVE PROPOSAL

(Language added to the statute is shown in capital letters and deleted language is struck out with a line):

An initiation of legislation to amend 1931 PA 328, entitled “The Michigan penal code,” by amending the title and section 90h (MCL
750.90h), the title as amended by 2010 PA 107 and section 90h as added by 2011 PA 168.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF MICHIGAN ENACT:

TITLE:

An act to revise, consolidate, codify, and add to the statutes relating to crimes; to define crimes and prescribe the penalties and
remedies; to provide for restitution under certain circumstances; to provide for the competency of evidence at the trial of persons
accused of crime; to provide immunity from prosecution for certain witnesses appearing at criminal trials; to provide for liability for
damages; to provide for the powers and duties of certain state governmental o!icers and entities, and to repeal certain acts and parts of
acts inconsistent with or contravening any of the provisions of this act.

Sec. 90h. (1) This section shall be known and may be cited as the “partial-birth abortion and DISMEMBERMENT ABORTION ban act”.

(2) Except as provided in subsection (3), a physician, an individual performing an act, task, or function under the delegatory authority of
a physician, or any other individual who is not a physician or not otherwise legally authorized to perform an abortion who knowingly
performs a partial-birth abortion or DISMEMBERMENT ABORTION and kills a human fetus is guilty of a felony punishable by
imprisonment for not more than 2 years or a fine of not more than $50,000.00, or both.

(3) It is not a violation of subsection (2) if in the physician’s reasonable medical judgment a partial-birth abortion or DISMEMBERMENT
ABORTION is necessary to save the life of a mother whose life is endangered by a physical disorder, physical illness, or physical injury.

(4) The spouse of the mother at the time of the partial-birth abortion or DISMEMBERMENT ABORTION or either parent of the mother if
the mother had not attained the age of 18 at the time of the partial-birth abortion or DISMEMBERMENT ABORTION may file a civil action
against the physician or individual described in subsection (2) for a violation of this section unless the pregnancy is a result of the
plainti!’s criminal conduct or the plainti! consented to the partial-birth abortion or DISMEMBERMENT ABORTION. A plainti! who
prevails in a civil action brought under this section may recover both of the following:

(a)   Actual damages, including damages for emotional distress.

(b)   Treble damages for the cost of the partial-birth abortion or DISMEMBERMENT ABORTION.

(5)   A woman who obtains or seeks to obtain a partial-birth abortion or DISMEMBERMENT ABORTION is not a conspirator to commit a
violation of this section.

(6)   This section does not create a right to abortion.

(7)   Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, a person shall not perform an abortion that is prohibited by law.
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(8) Nothing in this section shall be construed to repeal or amend, explicitly or by implication, any provision of law prohibiting or
regulating abortion, including, but not limited to, section 14, 15, 322, or 323.

(9) THE LEGISLATURE, EACH HOUSE OF THE LEGISLATURE AND A LEGISLATOR, MAY INTERVENE IN AN ACTION COMMENCED IN A COURT
OF THIS STATE IF THE LEGISLATURE OR A HOUSE OF THE LEGISLATURE OR A LEGISLATOR CONSIDERS THE INTERVENTION NECESSARY
TO PROTECT A RIGHT OR INTEREST OF THAT BODY OR INDIVIDUAL BECAUSE A PARTY TO THE ACTION CHALLENGES THE
CONSTITUTIONALITY OR VALIDITY OF THIS SECTION. THE RIGHT TO INTERVENE UNDER THIS SUBSECTION EXISTS AT ANY STAGE OF THE
PROCEEDING, AND THE LEGISLATURE, EACH HOUSE OF THE LEGISLATURE, AND A LEGISLATOR HAS THE SAME RIGHT TO PROSECUTE AN
APPEAL, APPLY FOR REHEARING, OR TAKE ANY OTHER ACTION OR STEP THAT IS HAD OR POSSESSED BY A PARTY TO THE LITIGATION.
THE RIGHT TO INTERVENE UNDER THIS SUBSECTION APPLIES TO A COURT PROCEEDING OCCURRING IN THIS STATE ON THE EFFECTIVE
DATE OF THE AMENDATORY ACT THAT ADDED THIS SUBSECTION OR THAT IS LATER FILED IN A COURT IN THIS STATE. THIS SUBSECTION
IS SELF-EXECUTING, BUT EACH HOUSE OF THE LEGISLATURE MAY ADOPT RULES OR POLICIES TO FACILITATE THE OPERATION OF THIS
SUBSECTION. THIS SUBSECTION DOES NOT LIMIT A RIGHT OR DUTY OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AS PROVIDED BY LAW AND
INTERVENTION UNDER THIS SUBSECTION IS NOT A WAIVER OF LEGISLATIVE IMMUNITY.

(10) (9)  As used in this section:

(A) “DISMEMBERMENT ABORTION” MEANS AN ABORTION IN WHICH THE PHYSICIAN, AN INDIVIDUAL ACTING UNDER THE DELEGATORY
AUTHORITY OF THE PHYSICIAN, OR ANY OTHER INDIVIDUAL PERFORMING THE ABORTION DELIBERATELY AND INTENTIONALLY USES ANY
INSTRUMENT, DEVICE, OR OBJECT TO DISMEMBER A LIVING FETUS BY DISARTICULATING LIMBS OR DECAPITATING THE HEAD FROM THE
FETAL TORSO AND REMOVING THE DISMEMBERED FETAL BODY PARTS FROM THE UTERUS REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THE FETAL BODY
PARTS ARE REMOVED BY THE SAME INSTRUMENT, DEVICE, OR OBJECT OR BY SUCTION OR OTHER MEANS. DISMEMBERMENT ABORTION
DOES NOT INCLUDE AN ABORTION THAT USES SUCTION TO DISMEMBER AND REMOVE A BODY OF A FETUS FROM THE UTERUS.

(B) (a) “Partial-birth abortion” means an abortion in which the physician, an individual acting under the delegatory authority of the
physician, or any other individual performing the abortion deliberately and intentionally vaginally delivers a living fetus until, in the case
of a headfirst presentation, the entire fetal head is outside the body of the mother, or in the case of breech presentation, any part of the
fetal trunk past the naval NAVEL is outside the body of the mother, for the purpose of performing an overt act that the person knows will
kill the partially delivered living fetus, and performs the overt act, other than completion of delivery, that kills the partially delivered
living fetus.

(C) (b) “Physician” means an individual licensed by this state to engage in the practice of medicine or the practice of osteopathic
medicine and surgery under article 15 of the public health code, 1978 PA 368, MCL 333.16101 to 333.18838.

Enacting section 1. (1) Every provision in this amendatory act and every application of the provisions in this amendatory act are
severable from each other. If any application of a provision in this amendatory act to any person or group of persons or circumstances is
found by a court to be invalid, the remainder of this amendatory act and the application of the amendatory act’s provisions to all other
persons and circumstances shall not be a!ected. All constitutionally valid applications of this amendatory act shall be severed from any
applications that a court finds to be invalid, leaving the valid applications in force, because it is the legislature’s intent and priority that
the valid applications be allowed to stand alone. Even if a reviewing court finds a provision of this amendatory act invalid in a large or
substantial fraction of relevant cases, the remaining valid application shall be severed and allowed to remain in force.

(2) The provisions of this amendatory act shall be construed, as a matter of state law, to be enforceable up to but no further than the
maximum possible extent consistent with federal constitutional requirements, even if that construction is not readily apparent, as such
constructions are authorized only to the extent necessary to save the amendatory act from judicial invalidation. If any court determines
that any provision of this amendatory act is unconstitutionally vague, it shall interpret this amendatory act, as a matter of state law, in a
manner that avoids the vagueness problem while enforcing the amendatory act’s provisions to the maximum possible extent consistent
with federal constitutional requirements.



Archbishop Vigneron statement regarding pro-life petitions 
preparing to circulate in Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Jun 26, 2019 
 
For more information contact: 
Archdiocesan Communications,  
PRoffice@aod.org 
313-237-5943 
 
The Department of Communications of the Archdiocese of Detroit shares Archbishop Vigneron's 
comments on two citizen initiative petition drives set to take place in Michigan that would have 
an impact on pro-life policy in the state. The drive announced Wednesday, June 26 in Lansing, 
organized by Right to Life of Michigan, would prohibit dilation and evacuation abortion 
procedures, also known as “dismemberment abortion.” A second proposal seeks to prohibit 
abortion after cardiac activity is detected in the developing child. The Michigan Catholic 
Conference (MCC) Board of Directors, with Archbishop Vigneron as its chair, is in full support 
of the dismemberment abortion petition drive, and has expressed reservations about the heartbeat 
petition. Archbishop Vigneron’s comments are as follows:  
 

“The Catholic Church in Michigan lends her support to sound and reasonable public 
policies, especially those which protect the most innocent among us. I invite all people of 
goodwill, regardless of religious or political affiliation, to join the citizen initiative effort 
to prohibit the heinous dilation and evacuation abortion procedure that requires the 
dismemberment of a human child in the womb. While the proposal advanced by the 
“heartbeat” coalition shares the goal of ending abortion, it appears to raise the 
possibility of negatively impacting existing law in Michigan that protects all unborn 
human life, which only lies dormant due to the Roe v. Wade decision. As these petition 
drives move forward, I applaud those who continue to change hearts and minds by 
invoking the humanity, dignity and rights of the unborn child while at the same time 
being close to and offering unyielding support for women who may find themselves in a 
challenging or crisis pregnancy.” 

 
### 
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Petition	Instructions

WARNING:	PETITIONS	MUST	NOT	BE	PHOTOCOPIED,	DOWNLOADED	OR	PRINTED.	All	petitions	must	be	original	documents
from	Michigan	Values	Life.

1.	The	circulator	must	write	in	a	county	name	at	the	top	of	each	petition	form.	Make	sure	that	all	signers	are	registered	to	vote	in	that	county.	You
may	circulate	petitions	of	any	county	in	the	state,	but	a	di�erent	petition	form	must	be	used	for	each	county.

2.	The	signer	must	sign	his/her	FULL	name.

3.	In	the	space	provided,	the	signer	should	write	his/her	house	number	and	street	name	or	rural	route.	POST	OFFICE	BOX	NUMBERS	ARE	INVALID.

4.	The	signer	must	write	in	the	City	or	Township	where	he/she	is	registered	to	vote.

5.	The	signer	must	include	the	zip	code	in	the	space	provided.

6.	The	signer	must	also	write	in	the	DATE	when	signing	the	petition,	NOT	A	BIRTH	DATE.

7.	AFTER	the	circulator	has	gathered	signatures,	he/she	MUST	complete	the	lower	right	section	of	each	petition	form.	No	signatures	may	be	added
to	the	petition	form	AFTER	this	portion	has	been	completed	and	dated.	Filling	out	the	final	line	of	the	circulator	section	(county	of	registration,	if
registered	to	vote,	of	a	circulator	who	is	not	a	resident	of	Michigan)	is	only	necessary	if	the	circulator	lives	outside	of	Michigan.

8.	If	you	make	a	mistake,	cross	over	your	mistake	and	write	above	it	or	simply	use	a	new	line.Make	certain	that	all	sections	have	been	completed.

Ditto	marks	are	not	acceptable.

Petition	forms	are	acceptable	with	at	least	one	but	no	more	than	8	signatures.

The	circulator	may	be	a	signer	of	his/her	own	petition	form.

Re-fold	the	petition	form	so	the	mailing	address	is	visible,	seal	the	form	with	tape,	a�ix	a	first	class	postage	stamp	and	drop	it	in	the	mail.

You	may	return	multiple	petition	forms	in	a	separate	envelope	addressed	to	Michigan	Values	Life,	P.O.	Box	901,	Grand	Rapids,	MI	49509-0901.

Request	Petitions

Petition	Instructions

Read	the	Bill
Information

http://michiganvalueslife.org/request-materials/
https://michiganvalueslife.org/petition-instructions/
https://michiganvalueslife.org/read-the-bill/
https://michiganvalueslife.org/information/


Questions & Answers 

Why do we need this petition drive? 

The dismemberment abortion procedure is a barbaric form of abortion that is frequently 
used during the second trimester of pregnancy. Unborn babies between 13-24 weeks 
gestation are literally dismembered alive in their mother’s womb. In 2018, there were 1,908 
D&E or dilation and evacuation abortions performed in Michigan. That’s more than 5 per day, 
every day in the state. 

How can registered voters initiate legislation? 

Michigan’s Constitution allows the people to initiate legislation through a petition. The 
advantage of this approach is that the bill’s language cannot be changed by the legislature 
nor can it be vetoed by the governor. 

Will this be on the ballot? 

It’s unlikely. This petition drive is to initiate legislation that was passed by both the House and 
the Senate and promised to be vetoed by Governor Whitmer. After enough registered voter’s 
signatures are gathered (approximately 400,000), it will become law with a simple majority 
vote in the same House and Senate that recently voted to approve the measure. The governor 
will have no ability to veto the legislation once it is approved. Prolife people have been 
successful in the past with citizens’ initiated petition drives. 

Will this legislation ban all abortions? 

No. This law will only ban a specific type of abortion procedure used most often in the second 
trimester. Michigan law already bans all abortions except to save the life of the mother. Our 
current law cannot go into full effect until Roe vs. Wade is overturned. In the meantime, 
banning this heinous form of abortions could save 1,908 unborn babies from being 
dismembered in the womb. 

Why should we support the dismemberment ban instead of the heartbeat ban? 

A heartbeat ban sounds good but it is actually less protective than current Michigan law. Our 
current law is in place and enforceable to the extent allowable under Roe v. Wade and Doe v. 
Bolton. A heartbeat ban would not be enforceable and would create a conflict in state law. 
The dismemberment ban does not create a conflict in state law because it does not ban 
abortion, but rather a specific abortion procedure. 

How long do we have to collect signatures? 



There is a 180-day window for submitted signatures. We began collecting signatures on June 
26, 2019. We will likely be collecting signatures into October. We will give people a two-week 
notice to send in remaining petitions when we approach the end. 

How many signatures have you collected? 

We may provide an update later in the petition drive, but early on we are focused on 
collecting signatures and recruiting volunteers—which ensures we’ll get the most signatures 
possible. We’re confident we’ll get 400,000 signatures in 180 days. 

Where can I go to find a circulator? 

We don’t have the ability to keep track of 10,000 circulators. Request a petition on this 
website, we’ll mail it to you, and please find 7 more signatures before you mail it back! Click 
here to request a petition. 

Has Governor Whitmer vetoed the dismemberment abortion ban? 

No, it has not been sent to her yet. She has loudly promised to veto it. The bills to ban 
dismemberment abortion passed by the Michigan House and Senate are independent of this 
initiated legislation and her veto is not legally necessary for the petition drive. It’s better to 
collect signatures in August than January in Michigan, so we are not waiting. 
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